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Humanities Data Analysis 2021-01-12 a practical guide to data intensive humanities
research using the python programming language the use of quantitative methods in the
humanities and related social sciences has increased considerably in recent years
allowing researchers to discover patterns in a vast range of source materials despite
this growth there are few resources addressed to students and scholars who wish to
take advantage of these powerful tools humanities data analysis offers the first
intermediate level guide to quantitative data analysis for humanities students and
scholars using the python programming language this practical textbook which assumes
a basic knowledge of python teaches readers the necessary skills for conducting
humanities research in the rapidly developing digital environment the book begins with an
overview of the place of data science in the humanities and proceeds to cover data
carpentry the essential techniques for gathering cleaning representing and transforming
textual and tabular data then drawing from real world publicly available data sets
that cover a variety of scholarly domains the book delves into detailed case studies
focusing on textual data analysis the authors explore such diverse topics as network
analysis genre theory onomastics literacy author attribution mapping stylometry topic
modeling and time series analysis exercises and resources for further reading are provided
at the end of each chapter an ideal resource for humanities students and scholars aiming
to take their python skills to the next level humanities data analysis illustrates the
benefits that quantitative methods can bring to complex research questions appropriate
for advanced undergraduates graduate students and scholars with a basic knowledge of
python applicable to many humanities disciplines including history literature and
sociology offers real world case studies using publicly available data sets provides
exercises at the end of each chapter for students to test acquired skills emphasizes
visual storytelling via data visualizations
Machine Learning for Decision Sciences with Case Studies in Python 2022-07-06 this
book provides a detailed description of machine learning algorithms in data analytics
data science life cycle python for machine learning linear regression logistic regression
and so forth it addresses the concepts of machine learning in a practical sense providing
complete code and implementation for real world examples in electrical oil and gas e
commerce and hi tech industries the focus is on python programming for machine learning
and patterns involved in decision science for handling data features explains the basic
concepts of python and its role in machine learning provides comprehensive coverage of
feature engineering including real time case studies perceives the structural patterns with
reference to data science and statistics and analytics includes machine learning based
structured exercises appreciates different algorithmic concepts of machine learning
including unsupervised supervised and reinforcement learning this book is aimed at
researchers professionals and graduate students in data science machine learning
computer science and electrical and computer engineering
Practical Machine Learning for Data Analysis Using Python 2020-06-05 practical
machine learning for data analysis using python is a problem solver s guide for creating
real world intelligent systems it provides a comprehensive approach with concepts
practices hands on examples and sample code the book teaches readers the vital skills
required to understand and solve different problems with machine learning it teaches
machine learning techniques necessary to become a successful practitioner through the
presentation of real world case studies in python machine learning ecosystems the book
also focuses on building a foundation of machine learning knowledge to solve different
real world case studies across various fields including biomedical signal analysis
healthcare security economics and finance moreover it covers a wide range of machine
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learning models including regression classification and forecasting the goal of the book
is to help a broad range of readers including it professionals analysts developers data
scientists engineers and graduate students to solve their own real world problems
offers a comprehensive overview of the application of machine learning tools in data
analysis across a wide range of subject areas teaches readers how to apply machine
learning techniques to biomedical signals financial data and healthcare data explores
important classification and regression algorithms as well as other machine learning
techniques explains how to use python to handle data extraction manipulation and
exploration techniques as well as how to visualize data spread across multiple
dimensions and extract useful features
Solving Data Science Case Studies with Python 2021-06-28 this book is specially
written for those who know the basics of the python programming language as well as
the necessary python libraries you need for data science like numpy pandas matplotlib
seaborn plotly and scikit learn this book aims to teach you how to think while solving a
business problem with your data science skills to achieve the goal of this book i started
by giving you all the knowledge you need to have before you apply for your first data
science job the technical skills and soft skills you need to become a data scientist are
also discussed in this book next you ll find some of the best data science case studies
that will help you understand what your approach should be while solving a business
problem ultimately you will also find some of the most important data science interview
questions with their solutions at the end i hope this book will add a lot of value to
your data science skills and that you will feel confident in your entire journey to become
data scientist
Data Science and Complex Networks 2016-11-10 this book provides a comprehensive yet
short description of the basic concepts of complex network theory in contrast to other
books the authors present these concepts through real case studies the application
topics span from foodwebs to the internet the world wide and the social networks
passing through the international trade and financial time series the final part is devoted
to definition and implementation of the most important network models the text provides
information on the structure of the data and on the quality of available datasets
furthermore it provides a series of codes to allow immediate implementation of what is
theoretically described in the book readers already used to the concepts introduced in
this book can learn the art of coding in python by using the online material to this
purpose the authors have set up a dedicated web site where readers can download and
test the codes the whole project is aimed as a learning tool for scientists and
practitioners enabling them to begin working instantly in the field of complex networks
Introduction to Programming Concepts with Case Studies in Python 2012-10-30 the
current text provides a clear introduction to computer science concepts in a
programming environment it is designed as suitable use in freshman or introductory level
coursework in cs and provides the fundamental concepts as well as abstract theorems
for solving computational problems the python language serves as a medium for
illustrating and demonstrating the concepts
Introduction to Programming Concepts with Case Studies in Python 2012-10-29 this
book provides an introduction to quantitative marketing with python the book presents
a hands on approach to using python for real marketing questions organized by key topic
areas following the python scientific computing movement toward reproducible research
the book presents all analyses in colab notebooks which integrate code figures tables
and annotation in a single file the code notebooks for each chapter may be copied adapted
and reused in one s own analyses the book also introduces the usage of machine learning
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predictive models using the python sklearn package in the context of marketing research
this book is designed for three groups of readers experienced marketing researchers who
wish to learn to program in python coming from tools and languages such as r sas or
spss analysts or students who already program in python and wish to learn about
marketing applications and undergraduate or graduate marketing students with little or
no programming background it presumes only an introductory level of familiarity with
formal statistics and contains a minimum of mathematics
Python for Marketing Research and Analytics 2020-11-03 learn a modern approach to
data analysis using python to harness the power of programming and ai across your
data detailed case studies bring this modern approach to life across visual data social
media graph algorithms and time series analysis key featuresbridge your data analysis
with the power of programming complex algorithms and aiuse python and its extensive
libraries to power your way to new levels of data insightwork with ai algorithms
tensorflow graph algorithms nlp and financial time seriesexplore this modern approach
across with key industry case studies and hands on projectsbook description data
analysis with python offers a modern approach to data analysis so that you can work
with the latest and most powerful python tools ai techniques and open source libraries
industry expert david taieb shows you how to bridge data science with the power of
programming and algorithms in python you ll be working with complex algorithms and
cutting edge ai in your data analysis learn how to analyze data with hands on examples
using python based tools and jupyter notebook you ll find the right balance of theory
and practice with extensive code files that you can integrate right into your own data
projects explore the power of this approach to data analysis by then working with it
across key industry case studies four fascinating and full projects connect you to the
most critical data analysis challenges you re likely to meet in today the first of these
is an image recognition application with tensorflow embracing the importance today of ai
in your data analysis the second industry project analyses social media trends exploring
big data issues and ai approaches to natural language processing the third case study is
a financial portfolio analysis application that engages you with time series analysis
pivotal to many data science applications today the fourth industry use case dives you
into graph algorithms and the power of programming in modern data science you ll wrap
up with a thoughtful look at the future of data science and how it will harness the
power of algorithms and artificial intelligence what you will learna new toolset that
has been carefully crafted to meet for your data analysis challengesfull and detailed
case studies of the toolset across several of today s key industry contextsbecome
super productive with a new toolset across python and jupyter notebooklook into the
future of data science and which directions to develop your skills nextwho this book is
for this book is for developers wanting to bridge the gap between them and data
scientists introducing pixiedust from its creator the book is a great desk companion for
the accomplished data scientist some fluency in data interpretation and visualization is
assumed it will be helpful to have some knowledge of python using python libraries and
some proficiency in web development
Data Analysis with Python 2018-12-31 embrace machine learning approaches and
python to enable automatic rendering of rich insights and solve business problems the
book uses a hands on case study based approach to crack real world applications to
which machine learning concepts can be applied these smarter machines will enable your
business processes to achieve efficiencies on minimal time and resources python machine
learning case studies takes you through the steps to improve business processes and
determine the pivotal points that frame strategies you ll see machine learning techniques
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that you can use to support your products and services moreover you ll learn the pros
and cons of each of the machine learning concepts to help you decide which one best suits
your needs by taking a step by step approach to coding in python you ll be able to
understand the rationale behind model selection and decisions within the machine learning
process the book is equipped with practical examples along with code snippets to ensure
that you understand the data science approach to solving real world problems what
you will learn gain insights into machine learning concepts work on real world
applications of machine learning learn concepts of model selection and optimization get a
hands on overview of python from a machine learning point of view who this book is for
data scientists data analysts artificial intelligence engineers big data enthusiasts
computer scientists computer sciences students and capital market analysts
Python Machine Learning Case Studies 2017-10-27 this textbook introduces the use of
python programming for exploring and modelling data in the field of earth sciences it
drives the reader from his very first steps with python like setting up the environment and
starting writing the first lines of codes to proficient use in visualizing analyzing and
modelling data in the field of earth science each chapter contains explicative examples of
code and each script is commented in detail the book is minded for very beginners in python
programming and it can be used in teaching courses at master or phd levels also early
careers and experienced researchers who would like to start learning python programming
for the solution of geological problems will benefit the reading of the book
Introduction to Python in Earth Science Data Analysis 2021-09-16 a practical guide
to neural data analysis techniques that presents sample datasets and hands on methods
for analyzing the data as neural data becomes increasingly complex neuroscientists now
require skills in computer programming statistics and data analysis this book teaches
practical neural data analysis techniques by presenting example datasets and developing
techniques and tools for analyzing them each chapter begins with a specific example of
neural data which motivates mathematical and statistical analysis methods that are
then applied to the data this practical hands on approach is unique among data analysis
textbooks and guides and equips the reader with the tools necessary for real world
neural data analysis the book begins with an introduction to matlab the most common
programming platform in neuroscience which is used in the book readers familiar with
matlab can skip this chapter and might decide to focus on data type or method type the
book goes on to cover neural field data and spike train data spectral analysis
generalized linear models coherence and cross frequency coupling each chapter offers a
stand alone case study that can be used separately as part of a targeted investigation
the book includes some mathematical discussion but does not focus on mathematical or
statistical theory emphasizing the practical instead references are included for readers
who want to explore the theoretical more deeply the data and accompanying matlab
code are freely available on the authors website the book can be used for upper level
undergraduate or graduate courses or as a professional reference a version of this
textbook with all of the examples in python is available on the mit press website
Case Studies in Neural Data Analysis 2016-11-04 writing and running software is now
as much a part of science as telescopes and test tubes but most researchers are never
taught how to do either well as a result it takes them longer to accomplish simple
tasks than it should and it is harder for them to share their work with others than it
needs to be this book introduces the concepts tools and skills that researchers need to
get more done in less time and with less pain based on the practical experiences of its
authors who collectively have spent several decades teaching software skills to
scientists it covers everything graduate level researchers need to automate their
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workflows collaborate with colleagues ensure that their results are trustworthy
and publish what they have built so that others can build on it the book assumes only a
basic knowledge of python as a starting point and shows readers how it the unix shell
git make and related tools can give them more time to focus on the research they
actually want to do research software engineering with python can be used as the main
text in a one semester course or for self guided study a running example shows how to
organize a small research project step by step over a hundred exercises give readers a
chance to practice these skills themselves while a glossary defining over two hundred
terms will help readers find their way through the terminology all of the material can be
re used under a creative commons license and all royalties from sales of the book will be
donated to the carpentries an organization that teaches foundational coding and data
science skills to researchers worldwide
Research Software Engineering with Python 2021-08-06 would you like to gather big
datasets analyze them and visualize the results all in one program if this describes you
then introduction to python programming for business and social science applications is
the book for you authors frederick kaefer and paul kaefer walk you through each step of
the python package installation and analysis process with frequent exercises
throughout so you can immediately try out the functions you ve learned written in
straightforward language for those with no programming background this book will
teach you how to use python for your research and data analysis instead of teaching
you the principles and practices of programming as a whole this application oriented text
focuses on only what you need to know to research and answer social science questions
the text features two types of examples one set from the general social survey and one
set from a large taxi trip dataset from a major metropolitan area to help readers
understand the possibilities of working with python chapters on installing and working
within a programming environment basic skills and necessary commands will get you up
and running quickly while chapters on programming logic data input and output and data
frames help you establish the basic framework for conducting analyses further chapters
on web scraping statistical analysis machine learning and data visualization help you
apply your skills to your research more advanced information on developing graphical
user interfaces guis help you create functional data products using python to inform
general users of data who don t work within python first there was ibm spss then there
was r and now there s python statistical software is getting more aggressive let
authors frederick kaefer and paul kaefer help you tame it with introduction to python
programming for business and social science applications
Introduction to Python Programming for Business and Social Science Applications
2020-08-06 get better insights from time series data and become proficient in model
performance analysis key featuresexplore popular and modern machine learning methods
including the latest online and deep learning algorithmslearn to increase the accuracy of
your predictions by matching the right model with the right problemmaster time series via
real world case studies on operations management digital marketing finance and
healthcarebook description the python time series ecosystem is huge and often quite hard
to get a good grasp on especially for time series since there are so many new libraries and
new models this book aims to deepen your understanding of time series by providing a
comprehensive overview of popular python time series packages and help you build better
predictive systems machine learning for time series with python starts by re introducing
the basics of time series and then builds your understanding of traditional autoregressive
models as well as modern non parametric models by observing practical examples and the
theory behind them you will become confident with loading time series datasets from any
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source deep learning models like recurrent neural networks and causal convolutional
network models and gradient boosting with feature engineering this book will also guide
you in matching the right model to the right problem by explaining the theory behind
several useful models you ll also have a look at real world case studies covering
weather traffic biking and stock market data by the end of this book you should feel at
home with effectively analyzing and applying machine learning methods to time series what
you will learnunderstand the main classes of time series and learn how to detect
outliers and patternschoose the right method to solve time series problemscharacterize
seasonal and correlation patterns through autocorrelation and statistical
techniquesget to grips with time series data visualizationunderstand classical time series
models like arma and arimaimplement deep learning models like gaussian processes
transformers and state of the art machine learning modelsbecome familiar with many
libraries like prophet xgboost and tensorflowwho this book is for this book is ideal for
data analysts data scientists and python developers who want instantly useful and
practical recipes to implement today and a comprehensive reference book for tomorrow
basic knowledge of the python programming language is a must while familiarity with
statistics will help you get the most out of this book
Machine Learning for Time-Series with Python 2021-10-29 this book focuses on the
hands on approach to learning data mining it showcases how to use python packages to
fulfill the data mining pipeline which is to collect integrate manipulate clean process
organize and analyze data for knowledge
Data Mining with Python 2024 the book is written for researchers in social science and
marketing field especially for those with little or no knowledge in computer programming
data analytics has become part and parcel in the contemporary technologically fast
paced world we have amazing tools and software that allow us to analyse data
available in various formats however most of the popular paid software and packages
for data analysis is not affordable or not even accessible for the students researchers
this is true in the case of many ngos and agencies how are involved in community based
research in developing countries we have popular open source platforms and tools such
as r and python for data analysis this book makes use of python because of its simplicity
adaptability broader scope and greater potential in advanced data mining and text mining
contexts we found it as a need to educate and train the researchers from social science
and marketing research background so that they could make use of python a promising
tool to meet simple to extremely complex data analyses needs free of cost the learnings
from this book will not only help them in doing their conventional data analyses but
also enable them to pursue advanced knowledge in machine learning algorithms text
analytics and other new generation techniques with the support of freely accessible open
source platforms since the objective of the book is to educate the researchers with no
programming background we have made every effort to give hands on experience in learning
some basic coding in python which is sufficient for the readers to follow the book the
step by step procedure to do various data processing and analysis described in this book
will make it easy for the users apart from that we have tried our level best to give
explanations on specific codes and how they perform to get us the desired output we
also request you to give you valuable comments and suggestions on the book via our
blog so that we could improve the same in the upcoming volumes we commit ourselves to
providing explanations to the readers questions related to the codes and analysis
provided in this book the book specifically deals with data sets of row and column
format as the general format commonly used in social science research which most of the
researchers are familiar with so we do not work with arrays and dictionaries except in
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one or two occasions only to make you familiar with that instead prefer to make use of
excel data and pandas data frame the book consists of thirteen chapters the first
chapter gives an introduction to python and its relevance and scope in contemporary
data analysis contexts ch 2 teaches the basics and python coding ch 3 7 provide a step
by step narration of how to enter data process it preliminary analysis and data cleaning
with the help of python ch 8 9 present data visualizations and narration techniques
using python ch 10 demonstrate how python can use for statistical analysis the
remaining chapters are focusing on giving more real life situations in data analysis and
the practical solutions to handle them the exercises provided in the book are similar to
real analysis situations and that will help the reader for an easy transition to the
data analyst jobs the authors have taken utmost care identifying and providing
solutions to all practical difficulties the readers may face while using python for data
analysis purpose the authors have developed a series of codes and have incorporated
them to make data processing and analysis convenient and easy for the researchers the
self learning materials given in this book will help social science and marketing
researchers to deepen their understanding of various steps in data processing and
analyses and to gain advanced skills in using python for this purpose
Data Analysis for Social Science and Marketing Research Using Python 2016-05-22
this book is intended to serve as the basis for a first course in python programming for
graduate students in political science and related fields the book introduces core
concepts of software development and computer science such as basic data structures e
g arrays lists dictionaries trees graphs algorithms e g sorting and analysis of
computational efficiency it then demonstrates how to apply these concepts to the field
of political science by working with structured and unstructured data querying
databases and interacting with application programming interfaces apis students will
learn how to collect manipulate and exploit large volumes of available data and apply
them to political and social research questions they will also learn best practices from
the field of software development such as version control and object oriented
programming instructors will be supplied with in class example code suggested homework
assignments with solutions and material for practical lab sessions
Computational Frameworks for Political and Social Research with Python
2020-04-22 gain practical skills in machine learning for finance healthcare and retail
this book uses a hands on approach by providing case studies from each of these domains
you ll see examples that demonstrate how to use machine learning as a tool for business
enhancement as a domain expert you will not only discover how machine learning is used in
finance healthcare and retail but also work through practical case studies where
machine learning has been implemented machine learning applications using python is divided
into three sections one for each of the domains healthcare finance and retail each section
starts with an overview of machine learning and key technological advancements in that
domain you ll then learn more by using case studies on how organizations are changing
the game in their chosen markets this book has practical case studies with python code
and domain specific innovative ideas for monetizing machine learning provided by publisher
Machine Learning Applications Using Python 2019 more physicists today are taking on
the role of software developer as part of their research but software development isn t
always easy or obvious even for physicists this practical book teaches essential
software development skills to help you automate and accomplish nearly any aspect of
research in a physics based field written by two phds in nuclear engineering this book
includes practical examples drawn from a working knowledge of physics concepts you ll
learn how to use the python programming language to perform everything from
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collecting and analyzing data to building software and publishing your results in four
parts this book includes getting started jump into python the command line data
containers functions flow control and logic and classes and objects getting it done
learn about regular expressions analysis and visualization numpy storing data in files
and hdf5 important data structures in physics computing in parallel and deploying
software getting it right build pipelines and software learn to use local and remote
version control and debug and test your code getting it out there document your code
process and publish your findings and collaborate efficiently dive into software licenses
ownership and copyright procedures
Effective Computation in Physics 2015-06-25 gain practical skills in machine learning
for finance healthcare and retail this book uses a hands on approach by providing case
studies from each of these domains you ll see examples that demonstrate how to use
machine learning as a tool for business enhancement as a domain expert you will not only
discover how machine learning is used in finance healthcare and retail but also work
through practical case studies where machine learning has been implemented machine
learning applications using python is divided into three sections one for each of the
domains healthcare finance and retail each section starts with an overview of machine
learning and key technological advancements in that domain you ll then learn more by
using case studies on how organizations are changing the game in their chosen markets
this book has practical case studies with python code and domain specific innovative
ideas for monetizing machine learning what you will learndiscover applied machine learning
processes and principles implement machine learning in areas of healthcare finance and
retail avoid the pitfalls of implementing applied machine learning build python machine
learning examples in the three subject areas who this book is for data scientists and
machine learning professionals
Machine Learning Applications Using Python 2018-12-12 this book is one of its own kind
it is not an encyclopedia or a hands on tutorial that traps readers in the tutorial hell
it is a distillation of just one common python user s learning experience the experience is
packaged with exceptional teaching techniques careful dependence unraveling and most
importantly passion learning advanced python by studying open source projects helps
readers overcome the difficulty in their day to day tasks and seek insights from solutions
in famous open source projects different from a technical manual this book mixes the
technical knowledge real world applications and more theoretical content providing
readers with a practical and engaging approach to learning python throughout this book
readers will learn how to write python code that is efficient readable and maintainable
covering key topics such as data structures algorithms object oriented programming and
more the author s passion for python shines through in this book making it an enjoyable
and inspiring read for both beginners and experienced programmers
Learning Advanced Python by Studying Open Source Projects 2023-11-15 what
exactly is machine learning and why is it so valuable in the online business are you
thinking of learning python machine learning this book teach well you the practical ways
to do it buy the paperback version and get the kindle book versions for free machine
learning is a branch of ai that applied algorithms to learn from data and create
predictions this is important in predicting the world around us python is a popular and
open source programming language in addition it is one of the most applied languages in
artificial intelligence and other scientific fields today it is a top skill in high demand in the
job market machine learning has become an integral part of many commercial applications
and research projects using python even as a beginner this book will teach you practical
ways to build your own machine learning solutions inside introduction to machine
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learning with python you ll learn fundamental concepts and applications of machine
learning understand the various categories of machine learning algorithms some of the
branches of artificial intelligence the basics of python concepts of machine learning using
python python machine learning applications machine learning case studies with python
the way that python evolved throughout time and many more throughout the recent
years artificial intelligence and machine learning have made some enormous significant
strides in terms of universal global applicability you ll discover the steps required to
develop a successful machine learning application using python introduction to machine
learning with python is a step by step guide for any person who wants to start learning
artificial intelligence it will help you in preparing a solid foundation and learn any other
high level courses stay ahead and make a choice that will last if you like to know more
scroll to the top and select buy now buttom buy the paperback version and get the
kindle book versions for free
Introduction to Machine Learning with Python 2019-05-04 master the essential skills
needed to recognize and solve complex problems with machine learning and deep learning
using real world examples that leverage the popular python machine learning ecosystem
this book is your perfect companion for learning the art and science of machine learning to
become a successful practitioner the concepts techniques tools frameworks and
methodologies used in this book will teach you how to think design build and execute
machine learning systems and projects successfully practical machine learning with
python follows a structured and comprehensive three tiered approach packed with hands
on examples and code part 1 focuses on understanding machine learning concepts and
tools this includes machine learning basics with a broad overview of algorithms
techniques concepts and applications followed by a tour of the entire python machine
learning ecosystem brief guides for useful machine learning tools libraries and frameworks
are also covered part 2 details standard machine learning pipelines with an emphasis on
data processing analysis feature engineering and modeling you will learn how to process
wrangle summarize and visualize data in its various forms feature engineering and
selection methodologies will be covered in detail with real world datasets followed by
model building tuning interpretation and deployment part 3 explores multiple real world
case studies spanning diverse domains and industries like retail transportation movies
music marketing computer vision and finance for each case study you will learn the
application of various machine learning techniques and methods the hands on examples
will help you become familiar with state of the art machine learning tools and techniques
and understand what algorithms are best suited for any problem practical machine
learning with python will empower you to start solving your own problems with
machine learning today what you ll learn execute end to end machine learning projects
and systems implement hands on examples with industry standard open source robust
machine learning tools and frameworks review case studies depicting applications of
machine learning and deep learning on diverse domains and industries apply a wide range of
machine learning models including regression classification and clustering understand and
apply the latest models and methodologies from deep learning including cnns rnns lstms
and transfer learning who this book is for it professionals analysts developers data
scientists engineers graduate students
Practical Machine Learning with Python 2017-12-20 the power of data drives the
digital economy of the 21st century it has been argued that data is as vital a resource
as oil was during the industrial revolution an upward trend in the number of research
publications using machine learning in some of the top journals in combination with an
increasing number of academic recruiters within psychology asking for python knowledge
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from applicants indicates a growing demand for these skills in the market while there are
plenty of books covering data science rarely if ever books in the market address the need
of social science students with no computer science background they are typically
written by engineers or computer scientists for people of their discipline as a result often
such books are filled with technical jargon and examples irrelevant to psychological
studies or projects in contrast this book was written by a psychologist in a simple easy
to understand way that is brief and accessible the aim for this book was to make the
learning experience on this topic as smooth as possible for psychology students
researchers with no background in programming or data science completing this book will
also open up an enormous amount of possibilities for quantitative researchers in
psychological science as it will enable them to explore newer types of research
questions
Data Analysis with Machine Learning for Psychologists 2022-10-17 work with
natural language tools and techniques to solve real world problems this book focuses
on how natural language processing nlp is used in various industries each chapter
describes the problem and solution strategy then provides an intuitive explanation of
how different algorithms work and a deeper dive on code and output in python practical
natural language processing with python follows a case study based approach each
chapter is devoted to an industry or a use case where you address the real business
problems in that industry and the various ways to solve them you start with various
types of text data before focusing on the customer service industry the type of data
available in that domain and the common nlp problems encountered here you cover the bag
of words model supervised learning technique as you try to solve the case studies
similar depth is given to other use cases such as online reviews bots finance and so on as
you cover the problems in these industries you ll also cover sentiment analysis named
entity recognition word2vec word similarities topic modeling deep learning and sequence
to sequence modelling by the end of the book you will be able to handle all types of nlp
problems independently you will also be able to think in different ways to solve language
problems code and techniques for all the problems are provided in the book you will build
an understanding of nlp problems in industry gain the know how to solve a typical nlp
problem using language based models and machine learning discover the best methods to
solve a business problem using nlp the tried and tested ones understand the business
problems that are tough to solve
Practical Natural Language Processing with Python 2021 explore the fundamentals of
data analysis and statistics with case studies using python this book will show you
how to confidently write code in python and use various python libraries and functions
for analyzing any dataset the code is presented in jupyter notebooks that can further be
adapted and extended this book is divided into three parts programming with python data
analysis and visualization and statistics you ll start with an introduction to python
the syntax functions conditional statements data types and different types of
containers you ll then review more advanced concepts like regular expressions handling
of files and solving mathematical problems with python the second part of the book will
cover python libraries used for data analysis there will be an introductory chapter
covering basic concepts and terminology and one chapter each on numpy the scientific
computation library pandas the data wrangling library and visualization libraries like
matplotlib and seaborn case studies will be included as examples to help readers
understand some real world applications of data analysis the final chapters of book
focus on statistics elucidating important principles in statistics that are relevant to
data science these topics include probability bayes theorem permutations and
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combinations and hypothesis testing anova chi squared test z test and t test and how
the scipy library enables simplification of tedious calculations involved in statistics
what you ll learn further your programming and analytical skills with python solve
mathematical problems in calculus and set theory and algebra with python work with
various libraries in python to structure analyze and visualize data tackle real life case
studies using python review essential statistical concepts and use the scipy library to
solve problems in statistics who this book is for professionals working in the field of
data science interested in enhancing skills in python data analysis and statistics
A Python Data Analyst’s Toolkit 2021-02-21 this book focuses on the hands on
approach to learning data mining it showcases how to use python packages to fulfill
the data mining pipeline which is to collect integrate manipulate clean process organize
and analyze data for knowledge
Data Mining with Python 2024 this innovative textbook presents material for a course
on industrial statistics that incorporates python as a pedagogical and practical
resource drawing on many years of teaching and conducting research in various applied
and industrial settings the authors have carefully tailored the text to provide an ideal
balance of theory and practical applications numerous examples and case studies are
incorporated throughout and comprehensive python applications are illustrated in detail
a custom python package is available for download allowing students to reproduce
these examples and explore others the first chapters of the text focus on the basic
tools and principles of process control methods of statistical process control spc and
multivariate spc next the authors explore the design and analysis of experiments quality
control and the quality by design approach computer experiments and cyber
manufacturing and digital twins the text then goes on to cover reliability analysis
accelerated life testing and bayesian reliability estimation and prediction a final chapter
considers sampling techniques and measures of inspection effectiveness each chapter
includes exercises data sets and applications to supplement learning industrial
statistics a computer based approach with python is intended for a one or two semester
advanced undergraduate or graduate course in addition it can be used in focused
workshops combining theory applications and python implementations researchers
practitioners and data scientists will also find it to be a useful resource with the
numerous applications and case studies that are included a second closely related
textbook is titled modern statistics a computer based approach with python it covers
topics such as probability models and distribution functions statistical inference and
bootstrapping time series analysis and predictions and supervised and unsupervised
learning these texts can be used independently or for consecutive courses the mistat
python package can be accessed at gedeck github io mistat code solutions
industrialstatistics this book is part of an impressive and extensive write up enterprise
roughly 1 000 pages which led to two books published by birkh�user this book is on
industrial statistics an area in which the authors are recognized as major experts the
book combines classical methods never to be forgotten and hot topics like cyber
manufacturing digital twins a b testing and bayesian reliability it is written in a very
accessible style focusing not only on how the methods are used but also on why in
particular the use of python throughout the book is highly appreciated python is
probably the most important programming language used in modern analytics the authors
are warmly thanked for providing such a state of the art book it provides a
comprehensive illustration of methods and examples based on the authors longstanding
experience and accessible code for learning and reusing in classrooms and on site
applications professor fabrizio ruggeriresearch director at the national research council
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italypresident of the international society for business and industrial statistics isbis
editor in chief of applied stochastic models in business and industry asmbi
Industrial Statistics 2023-06-16 from news and speeches to informal chatter on
social media natural language is one of the richest and most underutilized sources of
data not only does it come in a constant stream always changing and adapting in
context it also contains information that is not conveyed by traditional data sources
the key to unlocking natural language is through the creative application of text
analytics this practical book presents a data scientist s approach to building language
aware products with applied machine learning you ll learn robust repeatable and
scalable techniques for text analysis with python including contextual and linguistic
feature engineering vectorization classification topic modeling entity resolution graph
analysis and visual steering by the end of the book you ll be equipped with practical
methods to solve any number of complex real world problems preprocess and vectorize
text into high dimensional feature representations perform document classification and
topic modeling steer the model selection process with visual diagnostics extract key
phrases named entities and graph structures to reason about data in text build a dialog
framework to enable chatbots and language driven interaction use spark to scale
processing power and neural networks to scale model complexity
Applied Text Analysis with Python 2018-06-11 as data become big fast and complex
the software and computing tools needed to manage and analyse them are rapidly
developing social scientists need new tools to meet these challenges tackle big datasets
while also developing a more nuanced understanding of and control over how these
computing tools and algorithms are implemented programming with python for social
scientists offers a vital foundation to one of the most popular programming tools in
computer science specifically for social science researchers assuming no prior coding
knowledge it guides you through the full research process from question to publication
including the fundamentals of why and how to do your own programming in social
scientific research questions of ethics and research design a clear easy to follow how
to guide to using python with a wide array of applications such as data visualisation
social media data research social network analysis and more accompanied by numerous
code examples screenshots sample data sources this is the textbook for social scientists
looking for a complete introduction to programming with python and incorporating it
into their research design and analysis
Programming with Python for Social Scientists 2019-12-09 this accessible and
classroom tested textbook reference presents an introduction to the fundamentals of
the interdisciplinary field of data science the coverage spans key concepts from
statistics machine deep learning and responsible data science useful techniques for
network analysis and natural language processing and practical applications of data
science such as recommender systems or sentiment analysis topics and features provides
numerous practical case studies using real world data throughout the book supports
understanding through hands on experience of solving data science problems using python
describes concepts techniques and tools for statistical analysis machine learning graph
analysis natural language processing deep learning and responsible data science reviews
a range of applications of data science including recommender systems and sentiment
analysis of text data provides supplementary code resources and data at an associated
website this practically focused textbook provides an ideal introduction to the field for
upper tier undergraduate and beginning graduate students from computer science
mathematics statistics and other technical disciplines the work is also eminently
suitable for professionals on continuous education short courses and to researchers
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following self study courses
Introduction to Data Science 2024-04-25 get complete instructions for manipulating
processing cleaning and crunching datasets in python updated for python 3 6 the second
edition of this hands on guide is packed with practical case studies that show you how
to solve a broad set of data analysis problems effectively you ll learn the latest
versions of pandas numpy ipython and jupyter in the process written by wes mckinney the
creator of the python pandas project this book is a practical modern introduction to
data science tools in python it s ideal for analysts new to python and for python
programmers new to data science and scientific computing data files and related material
are available on github use the ipython shell and jupyter notebook for exploratory
computing learn basic and advanced features in numpy numerical python get started with
data analysis tools in the pandas library use flexible tools to load clean transform
merge and reshape data create informative visualizations with matplotlib apply the
pandas groupby facility to slice dice and summarize datasets analyze and manipulate
regular and irregular time series data learn how to solve real world data analysis
problems with thorough detailed examples
Python for Data Analysis 2017-09-25 if you are looking to master the fundamental
concepts of data analysis and data science driven by the python programming language
to develop a solid understanding of all the latest innovative technologies then this is
just that one comprehensive book you have been waiting for if you are looking to learn
how to write effective and efficient codes in python and master this extremely intuitive
and flexible programming language that can be used for a variety of coding projects
including machine learning algorithms web applications data mining and visualization game
development then this is just the book that you need some of the highlights of this book
include what the python language is all about and how we are able to utilize it to get a
lot of coding done a look at the data analysis and how we can benefit no matter what
industry we are how python is able to work well with the data analysis and why it is
the number one language to help you handle this a look at some of the steps that we are
able to utilize when it comes to our data analysis so we can get it all done the right
way how to install and use the numpy library one of the best extensions with python to
help us get our data analysis done how to work with the pandas and ipython extensions
so that we are able to get things done with your analysis the practical uses of the
data analysis to help you get it done a look at the matplotlib library to help you
create some of your own visuals with your data when the analysis is done how to work
with data visuals and how they are so important to your work the five major stages of
the tdsp lifecycle that outline the interactive steps required for project execution along
with the deliverables created at each stage installation instructions for python so you
can download and install python on your operating system and get hands on coding
experience python coding concepts such as data types classes and objects variables
numbers constructor functions booleans and much more learn the functioning of various
data science libraries like scikit learn which has evolved as the gold standard for machine
learning and data analysis deep dive into the matplotlib library which offers
visualization tools and science computing modules supported by scipy and learn how to
create various graphs using matplotlib and pandas library learn how machine learning
allows analysis of large volumes of data and delivers faster and more accurate
results overview of four different machine learning algorithms that can be used to cater
to the available data set and create a desired machine learning model learn how
companies are able to employ a predictive analytics model to gain an understanding of
customer interactions with their products or services based on customer s feelings or
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emotions shared on the social media platforms all industries are able to benefit when it
comes to working with data analysis and seeing some of the results that you would like
it is not always easy and it is something that takes longer than many companies are
prepared however when you are able to put it all together and you work with the
python language to get it done you will find that it can provide you with some insights
that are invaluable when you are ready to learn how to complete your own python
data analysis and python data science make sure to check out this guidebook to help you
get started even if you have never studied python language before you can learn it
quickly so what are you waiting for go to the top of the page and click buy now
Python Programming 2020-03-14 there are different processes that are included within
the meaning of the term learning if you refer to a dictionary and look up the meaning of
learning then you will come across different phrases like to gain knowledge understanding
of or skill through study experience or instruction and the change in behavioral
tendencies through experience if you look at it superficially in respect to machines it is
safe to say that any change in the structure of the machine the data stored in the
memory or its data composition in order to improve the efficiency and the effectiveness of
the machine s performance is an undeniable sign of learning in a machine when you start to
delve deeper into this subject only a couple of these changes can be categorized as
machine learning in this book you will learn about machine learning using python the
information given in each of the chapters will improve your understanding of machine
learning programming using python the sample codes along with the case studies will
enable you to test your knowledge so get started with your knowledge of machine
learning with python with this book
Machine Learning with Python: Comprehensive Beginner's Guide to Machine Learning in
Python with Exercises and Case Studies 2019-02-22 this innovative textbook presents
material for a course on modern statistics that incorporates python as a pedagogical
and practical resource drawing on many years of teaching and conducting research in
various applied and industrial settings the authors have carefully tailored the text to
provide an ideal balance of theory and practical applications numerous examples and
case studies are incorporated throughout and comprehensive python applications are
illustrated in detail a custom python package is available for download allowing
students to reproduce these examples and explore others the first chapters of the text
focus on analyzing variability probability models and distribution functions next the
authors introduce statistical inference and bootstrapping and variability in several
dimensions and regression models the text then goes on to cover sampling for estimation
of finite population quantities and time series analysis and prediction concluding with
two chapters on modern data analytic methods each chapter includes exercises data
sets and applications to supplement learning modern statistics a computer based
approach with python is intended for a one or two semester advanced undergraduate or
graduate course because of the foundational nature of the text it can be combined with
any program requiring data analysis in its curriculum such as courses on data science
industrial statistics physical and social sciences and engineering researchers
practitioners and data scientists will also find it to be a useful resource with the
numerous applications and case studies that are included a second closely related
textbook is titled industrial statistics a computer based approach with python it
covers topics such as statistical process control including multivariate methods the
design of experiments including computer experiments and reliability methods including
bayesian reliability these texts can be used independently or for consecutive courses the
mistat python package can be accessed at gedeck github io mistat code solutions
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modernstatistics in this book on modern statistics the last two chapters on modern
analytic methods contain what is very popular at the moment especially in machine
learning such as classifiers clustering methods and text analytics but i also appreciate
the previous chapters since i believe that people using machine learning methods should be
aware that they rely heavily on statistical ones i very much appreciate the many worked
out cases based on the longstanding experience of the authors they are very useful to
better understand and then apply the methods presented in the book the use of python
corresponds to the best programming experience nowadays for all these reasons i think
the book has also a brilliant and impactful future and i commend the authors for that
professor fabrizio ruggeriresearch director at the national research council
italypresident of the international society for business and industrial statistics isbis
editor in chief of applied stochastic models in business and industry asmbi
Modern Statistics 2022-09-20 explore the fundamentals of data analysis and
statistics with case studies using python this book will show you how to confidently
write code in python and use various python libraries and functions for analyzing any
dataset the code is presented in jupyter notebooks that can further be adapted and
extended this book is divided into three parts programming with python data analysis and
visualization and statistics you ll start with an introduction to python the syntax
functions conditional statements data types and different types of containers you ll
then review more advanced concepts like regular expressions handling of files and solving
mathematical problems with python the second part of the book will cover python
libraries used for data analysis there will be an introductory chapter covering basic
concepts and terminology and one chapter each on numpy the scientific computation
library pandas the data wrangling library and visualization libraries like matplotlib and
seaborn case studies will be included as examples to help readers understand some real
world applications of data analysis the final chapters of book focus on statistics
elucidating important principles in statistics that are relevant to data science these
topics include probability bayes theorem permutations and combinations and hypothesis
testing anova chi squared test z test and t test and how the scipy library enables
simplification of tedious calculations involved in statistics you will further your
programming and analytical skills with python solve mathematical problems in calculus
and set theory and algebra with python work with various libraries in python to
structure analyze and visualize data tackle real life case studies using python review
essential statistical concepts and use the scipy library to solve problems in statistics
A Python Data Analyst's Toolkit 2021 gain insight into fuzzy logic and neural
networks and how the integration between the two models makes intelligent systems in
the current world this book simplifies the implementation of fuzzy logic and neural
network concepts using python you ll start by walking through the basics of fuzzy sets
and relations and how each member of the set has its own membership function values you
ll also look at different architectures and models that have been developed and how
rules and reasoning have been defined to make the architectures possible the book then
provides a closer look at neural networks and related architectures focusing on the
various issues neural networks may encounter during training and how different
optimization methods can help you resolve them in the last section of the book you ll
examine the integrations of fuzzy logics and neural networks the adaptive neuro fuzzy
inference systems and various approximations related to the same you ll review different
types of deep neuro fuzzy classifiers fuzzy neurons and the adaptive learning capability of
the neural networks the book concludes by reviewing advanced neuro fuzzy models and
applications what you ll learn understand fuzzy logic membership functions fuzzy
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relations and fuzzy inferencereview neural networks back propagation and
optimizationwork with different architectures such as takagi sugeno model hybrid model
genetic algorithms and approximations apply python implementations of deep neuro fuzzy
system who this book is for data scientists and software engineers with a basic
understanding of machine learning who want to expand into the hybrid applications of
deep learning and fuzzy logic
Deep Neuro-Fuzzy Systems with Python 2019-11-30 book 1 practical data science
programming for medical datasets analysis and prediction with python gui in this book
you will implement two data science projects using scikit learn scipy and other libraries
with python gui in project 1 you will learn how to use scikit learn numpy pandas seaborn
and other libraries to perform how to predict early stage diabetes using early stage
diabetes risk prediction dataset provided by kaggle this dataset contains the sign and
symptpom data of newly diabetic or would be diabetic patient this has been collected
using direct questionnaires from the patients of sylhet diabetes hospital in sylhet
bangladesh and approved by a doctor you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot
distribution of features feature importance cross validation score and prediced values
versus true values the machine learning models used in this project are adaboost random
forest gradient boosting logistic regression and support vector machine in project 2 you
will learn how to use scikit learn numpy pandas and other libraries to perform how to
analyze and predict breast cancer using breast cancer prediction dataset provided by
kaggle worldwide breast cancer is the most common type of cancer in women and the
second highest in terms of mortality rates diagnosis of breast cancer is performed when
an abnormal lump is found from self examination or x ray or a tiny speck of calcium is
seen on an x ray after a suspicious lump is found the doctor will conduct a diagnosis to
determine whether it is cancerous and if so whether it has spread to other parts of the
body this breast cancer dataset was obtained from the university of wisconsin hospitals
madison from dr william h wolberg you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot
distribution of features pairwise relationship test scores prediced values versus true
values confusion matrix and decision boundary the machine learning models used in this
project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression decision tree
and support vector machine book 2 step by step tutorials for data science with python
gui traffic and heart attack analysis and prediction in this book you will implement two
data science projects using scikit learn scipy and other libraries with python gui in
chapter 1 you will learn how to use scikit learn scipy and other libraries to perform
how to predict traffic number of vehicles in four different junctions using traffic
prediction dataset provided by kaggle this dataset contains 48 1k 48120 observations
of the number of vehicles each hour in four different junctions 1 datetime 2 juction 3
vehicles and 4 id in chapter 2 you will learn how to use scikit learn numpy pandas and
other libraries to perform how to analyze and predict heart attack using heart attack
analysis prediction dataset provided by kaggle book 3 brain tumor analysis
classification and detection using machine learning and deep learning with python gui in
this project you will learn how to use scikit learn tensorflow keras numpy pandas
seaborn and other libraries to implement brain tumor classification and detection with
machine learning using brain tumor dataset provided by kaggle this dataset contains five
first order features mean the contribution of individual pixel intensity for the entire image
variance used to find how each pixel varies from the neighboring pixel 0 standard
deviation the deviation of measured values or the data from its mean skewness measures
of symmetry and kurtosis describes the peak of e g a frequency distribution it also
contains eight second order features contrast energy asm angular second moment
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entropy homogeneity dissimilarity correlation and coarseness the machine learning models
used in this project are k nearest neighbor random forest naive bayes logistic regression
decision tree and support vector machine the deep learning models used in this project are
mobilenet and resnet50 in this project you will develop a gui using pyqt5 to plot
boundary decision roc distribution of features feature importance cross validation
score and predicted values versus true values confusion matrix training loss and
training accuracy
Data Science For Programmer: A Project-Based Approach With Python GUI 2021-08-19
this comprehensive guide provides a step by step approach to data collection cleaning
formatting and storage using python and r
Introduction to Data Science for Social and Policy Research 2017-09-21
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